
Jon Harper Appointed as Chief Client
Officer for Assembly Europe

Harper sets his sights on deepening client-agency
relationships through creativity and innovation.

NEWS RELEASE BY ASSEMBLY

Global omnichannel media agency Assembly has elevated Jon Harper to a new role as

Chief Client Officer for its European business. The role is the first of its kind for Assembly

in the region, signaling the increasing importance of Client Experience & Leadership

within the agency.

 

Over the course of Jon’s 6-year tenure with Assembly, he has worked with clients

including Lenovo, Ralph Lauren, Tommy Hilfiger, Calvin Klein, and Converse with great

success, building strong relationships across the board. With his new appointment,

Harper will be leading every step of the client relationship journey in the business for

Europe.

“Assembly has grown and evolved to become a true global force beyond digital media,

leading the agency to win large omnichannel deals and expanding existing client
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relationships. Through this, we have identified the need to go further to support clients

with a broader set of solutions at a high service level in order to promote growth in a

constantly evolving media landscape. Our aim is to ensure clients have the best data,

tech, and talent in the industry,” said Jon Harper, Chief Client Officer, Assembly Europe.

Part of achieving this has been the creation of the Client Experience and Leadership

pillar (CEL), led by Harper in Europe and other leaders across Assembly’s business. This

ongoing investment focuses on driving new standards of creativity and improving the

agency’s viewpoint on clients’ needs. This has included “brand immersion days” and

stepping outside of standard client-agency interactions through hosting Q&A sessions all

the way through to getting back to the basics by visiting brand stores and speaking to

front-of-house staff to truly know the heart of each brand the agency works with.

Jon added, “We firmly believe that everyone is a part of client services within the agency.

That’s why we’re training everyone to be immersed in our clients’ brands – my goal is for

all of our teams to have more dedicated client service time and to roll out our new

global CEL toolkit to assist with this.”

Assembly Europe’s Managing Director, Kate O’Mahony commented, “We are delighted

about Jon’s elevation to Chief Client Officer. His rich experience and willingness to go

above and beyond when it comes to getting to know our clients has proven fruitful. With

Jon leading this division, we will continue to drive proactive relationships and deliver

higher levels of innovation in connecting Assembly with our existing and future clients.”

 

 

ABOUT ASSEMBLY:

Assembly is the modern global omnichannel media agency, bringing data, talent, and

technology together to find the change that fuels growth for the best brands on the

planet. Our approach connects big, bold brand stories with integrated, global media

capabilities that deliver performance and drive large-scale business growth. Our work is

powered by our proprietary, in-house technology solution, STAGE, and led by our global

talent base of over 1,600 people around the world. We’re purpose-driven at our core

and pioneers in social and environmental impact in the agency world. Assembly is a

proud member of Stagwell, the challenger network built to transform marketing.
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